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THE BG NEWS

Need to rant?
Friends too busy?
WE'RE LISTENING. '
See Falcon Screech | page 4
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Lot 12 parking to
be relocated for
Presidents Day
Mandatory move will begin Feb. 17 for visitor parking
By Max Filby
Assislani Web Editor

Students parked in Lot 12 will have
to move their cars to other lots by
Saturday, Feb. 19 to accommodate
Presidents Day visitors.
Parking services plans to relocate
the 2,255 cars in Lot 12, located at
East Merry Avenue and Mercer Road,
to five different lots, including ones
at the Stroh Center, ice arena, field
house, visitor parking and an off
campus lot on Poe Road.
The lot on Poe Road is fenced in
and will hold 750 cars from Lot 12.
The ice arena parking lot is a commuter lot, but as of now no faculty and staff spots will be used to
accommodate for visitors.
The Undergraduate Student
Government met with University
Parking and Shuttle Manager Aaron
Kane Monday night to discuss
potential parking problems.
"It's just going to be a one year
thing," Kane said. "This isn't the best

plan, but it is the plan that was created and communicated."
Students can start moving
their cars to assigned lots at 5 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 17 and will have until
Wednesday, Feb. 23 to move their
cars back to Lot 12.
Parking services will call students
who have not moved their cars by
Saturday to remind them to move
their vehicles. Students who do
not move their cars from Lot 12 to
another lot may be towed.
"We're not here to run around
and tow cars," Kane said. "We're
just trying to create parking for
Presidents Day."
While cars left in Lot 12 may be
towed, the parking appeals board
will consider confusion related to
the move when looking at ticket
appeals from Feb. 19 to Feb. 23,
when students will be moving their
cars from and back to Lot 12.

SPOTLIGHT: Junior Annie Hernandez strikes a pose during the 'Hollywood Glitz and Glamour" Win-ADate Auction
Monday night. Hernandez was auctioned oH for $65 to junior Jose Duran

Dollars for dates
Women, men auctioned off as prom companions
By Dana* King

tions chair of the NCNW. "The whole auction theme in itself is just more fun."
There was a $2 fee to get into the aucQoth women and men were auctioned tion and 17 University students were
Doff Monday night at the Win-a-Date auctioned off. Those being auctioned
Auction in the Union Multipurpose room. were both members of the NCNW and
The National Council of Negro Women outside volunteers, and the bidding was
hosted the auction, titled "Hollywood open to everyone.
Glitz and Glamour," to accompany
This was the first year that both women
Saturday's third annual prom. This was and men were auctioned off. As the
the second year for the auction, and bid- prom is lady's choice, the auction preders won a date to take to the prom.
viously only featured men.
"|The auction] is a nice fundraising
opportunity and it also makes prom more
See AUCTION | Page 8
fun," said LaShonda Bond, public relaReporter

See US61 Page 2

University seeks input for project names
By Al« Aipach.r

"We want students

Reporter

GIUV HANSON I THE 8G NEWS
LIFT IT: Instructor Jerome Gabriel assists senior Greg Kuntz with a canoe during PEG 2000. The
course began in 2010 through the Ohio Department of Natural Resources division of watercraft

Students canoe on dry land
By J«na« Avary
Reporter

Students can gain college credit
through enjoying the outdoors
and learning how to take a river
canoeing trip.
The canoeing course, PEG 2000,
is a one credit hour class taught by
Jerome Gabriel. Open to all students,
the course teaches participants the
fundamentals of safely operating a
canoe in and out of the water.
The program began in 2010 when
the school received an $11,451
grant from the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources division of
watercraft, according to the Ohio
Department of Natural resources
website. The grant funded the
training and certification under the

American Canoeing Association.
The course curriculum consists
of a day or weeks' worth of instruction stretched out over the course
of a semester. Students prepare
for a real canoeing trip by taking
the canoes out on the Perry Field
House football turf.
Though students receive instruction outside of the water, the skills
are broken down and taught in
steps so once in the water, they are
well prepared.
Students in the course gradually
accelerate by first learning the parts
of the boat and portaging, a term
for canoe carrying. They then learn
techniques on turf and by paddling

NATION

See ROWING | Page 2

to walk in and say,
Students can become part of
Bowling Green history by particiThat's ours."
pating in the process of naming
new University locations.
"Lots of buildings on campus
Chns Marcum | Athletics
are obviously named after people," said Undergraduate Student ed both history and school spirit."
Government Vice President Dan
Caldwell came up with Falcon
Caldwell. "We wanted something Heights, the name chosen from
different, something that promot- student submissions for one of the

two new residence halls, when he
was reading about University history. He discussed the name with
USG President Kevin Basch, and
the pair ran with it, Caldwell said.
Falcon Heights was the name
of a trailer housing community
that was added for the "influx" of
World War II veterans attending
the University under the GI Bill,
See NAMING | Page 2

Construction project approved for North Main
Ohio Department of Transportation plans to widen, resurface road, add turn lane
By Alia Rap.i

Robert

Assistant City Editor

McOmber

City Council approved at their
Monday night meeting that the
city will cooperate with the Ohio
Department of Transportation
for a construction project on
North Main Street.
The construction, expected to
begin in the spring, will involve widening and resurfacing 1.03 miles of
NorthMainStreetfromsouthof Poe
Road to north of Van Camp Road.
TheprojectmcludesrnakingNorth

FORUM

City Council
Member

Main Street into five lanes instead
of four by adding a left turn lane,
said city council member Robert
McOmbcr. This will help to decrease
the number of rear-end collisions in
this area, he said.
City Council suspended the rules
to push the construction resolution

SPORTS

into immediate adoption rather
than waiting for it to pass through
second and third readings at subsequent meetings, which is the normal
requirement for resolutions.
See CITY | Page 8

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What's the first thing you do when you wake up in
the morning?

Google exec begins revolt

Egypt won't become Islamic

Vises excels on hockey team

The Google executive arrested during the

Rutgers University student Bilal Ahmed

Freshman Ryan Viselli has come on strong for the

xargues that the revolution in Egypt will not

BG hockey team this season, including his first goal

ANDY GATES
Freshman. Business
"Turn on my music." | Pag* 4

violence in Egypt is claiming he helped
start the revolution by initiating Facebook

result in a theocracy like Iran after the Islamic

of the year at Western Michigan last Friday, which

protests | Page 5

Revolution | Pag* 4

resulted in a shootout win | Pag* 6
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ENIOR PORTRAITS
SftoWDAY MAKE UP SESSION! • THURSDAY ONLY!
THE BLACK SWAMP PUB
[BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION I 9AM-4:30PM
Don't be left out! Make an appoinment online. Walk-ins excepted
www.myseniorportrait.com
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AOL's Armstrong buys
out Huffington Post
$315 million deal for internet news site announced at Super Bowl
By Andrew Vanacor* and
Michelle Conlin
The Associated Press

NEWYORK—TimArmstronR

has looked like the unliiriklest
man in media for the past
year. He used to be Google's
ad sales maestro, the definition of digital SUCCeSS. But
ever since May 2009. when
he took the job of turning
around AOL, he has overseen abysmal earnings,
wretched morale and a local
news strategy that has been
slammed as a money-losing
Web sweatshop.
Then, in a move that not
even the most gossipy of
media obsessive* saw coming. Armstrong announced
at the Super Bowl in Texas
that AOI. was buying The
Huffington Post, the Internet
news darling. for$3lf> million.
Armstrong went from looking lame to looking awfully
sharp. And awfully lucky.
Perhaps no online property was lusted after by media
moguls like the one Arianna
I luffington founded six yean
ago. Its traffic rivals The New
York Times. Its infrastructure is virtually /.ero-cost.
Its social media strategy is
practically perfect. Oh, and it

USG

From Page 1

"We've talked about the
logistics a couple limes
with parking services." said
lustin Albright, list, chief
administrator. "It's important for students to work

I luffington's original vision
was to create the political
left's answer to the right-leaning Drudge Report, minus
the venom. When it launched
in May 2005, The 1 luffington
Post was derided as the plaything of a rich. Cambridge
educated political pundit.
Huffington leveraged her
personality and her access
to the elite's dinner-party
circuit to lure 2fi() celebrities
— "creative minds," as she
called them — to blog about
topics from business to the
boudoir. Together with CEO
Ken l.erer. she started the
company with S2 million
and not a day's worth of digital experience.
These were the earliest
days of social media. Al the
time, seasoned media executives were scared to death of
opening up their sites to the

madding crowds. Journalism
was a heavily filtered, oneway broadcast. Huffington
somehow saw around the
social-media corner. She
sensed that people wanted
a voice in the new national conversation emerging
online. She persuaded everyone from Walter Cronkite to
Diane Keaton to blog. For a
paycheck of zero.
The model was laughably
low-cost. To this day, the
home page still looks decidedly low-budget and cluttered. Early on. I luffington's
brainchild was also roundly
panned. One early critic, New
York University journalism
professor lay Hosen, said at
the time, "Hai i yDiller doesn't
have time to hunt down juicy
links for his readers."
But Rosen's take turned
out to be wildly wrong.
I luffington's writers were
heavyweights—and because
readers could chime in, she
immediately garnered a loyal
audience of insatiable news
addicts. Huffington sensed,
perhaps more than anyone,
that readers didn't just
want to share news. They
wanted to share it, comment on it and then put il
up on their Eacebook pages
and Twitter accounts.

with parking here."
In order to decrease confusion, students will be assigned
to a temporary parking spot
based on residence hall. Kane
said. Parking services decided
to have visitors park in Dil 12
instead of multiple lots to also
avoid parking confusion.
Parking services created

the plan last summer and
decided to wait to inform
students until two weeks
prior to Presidents Day.
"Maybe a month or three
weeks wi mid have been bet lei."
Kane said. "In the next year we
can work on that."
Kane plans to communicate the temporary change

turned its first profit last year
on $30 million in revenue.
HuffPo expects to triple revenue by 2012.
"The I luffington Post wasin
big-time growth mode, and in
theory this gives them access
to the resources they'll need
for even faster growth," says
Andy Chapman, the head of
digital trading at MindShare
North America, a unit of the

ad agency WPP PLC.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

ROWING

Rhoadessaid.
Not only is Gabriel the
instructor for the canoeing,
From Page 1
but he is also the director of
in the pool in the recreation the University outdoors procenter. They eventually take gram. He instructs various
a trip to hocking river in outdoors classes, including
rock climbing and recresoutheastern Ohio.
"lerome Gabriel does ation and wellness.
"Anything outdoors is
a really good job of preparing you for the real what I do." Gabriel said.
Many students enrolled in
thing," Freshman Anthony

NAMING
From Page 1

Caldwell said. Centennial
Hall was the name chosen for the other new residence hall.
Other University construction projects are being
named in similar ways, with
"input and ownership" of
the names by students. A
board of University Dining
Services administrators and
two students are reviewing titles for the new dining
centers at Commons and
McDonald. Caldwell said.
The naming of parts of
the Stroh Center, which is
scheduled to open Sept. 9,
also involves student participation. Students can submit names for their own section of the Stroh Center this
week, said Chris Marcum,
director of marketing for
the Athletic Department.
"We want students to walk
in and say, 'That's ours,'"
Marcum, a 2010 University
graduate, said. "Anyone can
iog-in online and submit a
name for the section."

with students via e-mail, fliers and other students over
the next two weeks.
"If we can create the same
buzz about this as there was
about t he blizzard of 2011, t hen
everyone will probably move
their car," said Dan Caldwell,
USG vice president.
last year, visitors on

The form can be accessed
by going to the "current
students" section from the
University's home page and
clicking the scrolling graphic to the right. The submissions will be reviewed
and put to a student vote,
Marcum said, with the winner being honored on a brick
in the Stroh Center that will
be presented during a game
in the new arena.
The University used the
same process to select four
potential names for the
team shop in the Stroh
Center. The student vote is
still open on bgsufalcons.
com between the finalists
The Falcon Fanatic Store,
Freddie's I.ocker, The Bird's
Nest and Ziggy's /-one.
Caldwell. a senior communication major, is excited
for his chance to strengthen his connection to the
University by suggesting
the name for a residence
hall, he said.
"(Falcon Heights) will be
up for probably 30 or 40
years," Caldwell said. "It's
going to be so cool to be able
to come back and see it."

the canoeing course were
also involved in the freshman wilderness experience.
The wilderness program is
available through the outdoors program and includes
activities such rappelling.
caving and snow shoeing.
"The freshman wilderness program was the
best experience of my life,"
Rhoades said.

BLOTTER
SAT., FEB. 5
4:45 A.M.
Paul Thomas, of Cincinnati,
was cited for drug abuse and
possession of drug paraphernalia at Lot Q.

SUN., FEB. 6
130 A.M.
Andrew W. May. 19. of
Dayton, was arrested for disorderly conduct/public urination
and underage under the influence within the 400 block of
Lehman Ave.

5 30AM
Ryan Gemmel, of Brunswick.
Ohio, was cited for underage under the influence at
McDonald East.
10:07 P.M.
Ryan Mathew Krolak. 19. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for operating a vehicle
impaired near the corner
of East Wooster Street and
Baldwin Avenue.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgvtfvrtcom for
trie complete blotter Int.

CORRECTION
POLICY

Presidents I )ay parked by Doyt
Perry Stadium in Lot 6. Since
We want to correct all factual
last Presidents Day, Lot 6 was
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
transformed into a grassy area
at 419-372-6966
that cannot be plowed to allow
for parking Kane said.
"This is something that
people are going to pass come down to us to network,
on," said Kevin Basch, USG not only as USG members but
president. "It's really going to as students too."
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"YOUR SEARCH IS OVER"
At the corner of Clough and Mercer
One Block South of Campus

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Valuable Utility Package included in your rent
- Gas (heating and cooking) - Water, Sewer, and Trash Removal - *77 Channel Time Warner Cablevision* • Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• "Tenant Friendly" Management • Affordable
24 hr. Emergency Maintenance • Convenient
VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A MODEL
OFFICE: 1520 Clough St. (Amhcrsi\dlas;ei
I \l \II rentals@univcrsityapartmenis.its

(419)332-0164
www.universilyaparimenis.us

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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AWARDS

PROGRAM

Greek Awards were held on Tuesday, January 25, 2011
It was hosted by Fraternity & Sorority Life.
The ceremony recognized chapters and individuals
for their achievements for the 2010 year.
———

NDIVIDUi
VEME
ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Lambda Chi Alpha
Delta Xi Phi Multicultural Sorority
HOLLIS A. MOORE
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Pi Kappa Phi
Delta Gamma
HOLLIS A. MOORE
PHILANTHROPY AWARD
Pi Kappa Phi
Alpha Chi Omega
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT
AWARD
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Kappa
PHILANTHROPY CUP AWARD
Sigma Nu
Alpha phi

OUTSTANDING NPHC
NEOPHYTE AWARD
Brittany Reynolds,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
JOESEPH M. FlRMENT
NEW MEMBER OF THE
YEAR AWARD
Ryan Everts, Alpha Sigma Phi

FLORENCE CURRIER AWARD
Marty Seese, Kappa Delta
WERNER
BOOK SCHOLARSHIP

Kimmy Zaccaro,
Kappa Kappa Gamma

MITCH WEITZMAN
MEMORIAL AWARD
Gabe Melchor, Alpha Sigma Phi

THOMAS D. HAYN
OUTSTANDING FRATERNITY
CHAPTER PRESIDENT
Aris Kaleps-Clark,
Delta Lambda Phi
OUTSTANDING SORORITY
CHAPTER PRESIDENT
Ashley Hoover,
Alpha Omicron Pi

STEVEN R. HANNA
& KEVIN L. ROSS
MEMORIAL AWARD
Dan Caldwell, Phi Kappa Psi
TIMOTHY F. SMITH AWARD
Sponsored by Mr. Timothy Smith
Nick Reilly, Kappa Sigma
Cassandra Collier,
Delta Xi Phi Muticultural Sorority
ORDER OF OMEGA
OUTSTANDING STUDENT
AWARDS
SORORITY AWARD
Lindsay Holtz, Kappa Delta
FRATERNITY AWAR D
Jake West, Lambda Chi Alpha

OUTSTANDING MALE
GREEK
Eddie Heckler,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc
OUTSTANDING FEMALE
GREEK
Stephanie Baddour,
Pi Beta Phi

BRONZE ACHIEVEMENT
Alpha Chi Omega
Kappa Delta

IFC

OUTSTANDING
PANHELLENIC NEW MEMBER
AWARD
Candice Cotton, Alph Chi Omega
OUTSTANDING IGC
NEW MEMBER AWARD
Jillian Walker,
Delta Xi Phi Mutlicultural Sorority

OUTSTANDING
FRATERNITY ADVISOR
Neal Johnson, Phi Kappa Psi
DIANE KREMER
OUTSTANDING SORORITY
CHAPTER ADVISOR
Christine Tully, Alpha Omicron Pi

Congratulations
to everyone
for their
accomplishments!

FACULTY MEMBER
OF THE YEAR
Dr. Susan Peet, Alpha Phi

www.bgsu.edu/greek
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"We wanted something different, something that promoted both history and school spirit."
- USG Vice President Dan Caldwell. on naming the new residence hall Falcon Heights [see story, pg. 1].
^^____
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"Biush my teeth."
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What is the first thing you do when you wake up in the morning?

"Check Facebook."

"Use the resttoom."

"Wash my face."

fe

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
KENDRAEIY,
Freshman
Early Childhood

ALICIA SUMMER.
Freshman.
Social Work

W

By BII..I Ahmed. The Daily
Targum (Rutgers University)
College News Network

BOILS MY- J

WATER' ?
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
this, but you're not the only people
.<>'those around you by not

shouting wb

. i

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviewvtom.

Egypt lacks deep Islamic affiliations of Iran post-Islamic Revolution, will likely remain secular

^ W THAT REALLY'

I don't ki

ZACH WATKINS,
Freshman,
Special Education

bgypt revolution un ikely to create s amic regime

{{MAN

in the llr

CHRISTINE SOBEK.
Freshman.
Social Work

classes, religious forces and
the old business/artisan
classes collectively known as
"the bazaar class." Ayatullah
There is a ubiquitous claim Khomeini clearly headed
that current events in ligypt the 1979 revolution, and the
will ultimately result in a bazaar class used its signifityrannical Islamic regime cant financial influence to
similar tothelslamic Republic fund the religious aspects
of Iran following the 1979 of the movement. After the
Iranian Revolution, There is regime of Mohammad Reza
certainly asimilarity between Shah Pahlavi collapsed, an
the political unrest in Ihe internal crisis emerged. This
two nations. However, cau- crisis was among the revotion must be taken in directly lutionary movement and
comparing the Iranian and led to the rise of the Islamic
Egyptian revolutions.
Republic of Iran through the
It is I rue that the 1979 religious forces.
Iranian Revolution was
There is no significant reanoi initially an "Islamic son to believe this scenario
Revolution." The revolution will occur in Egypt. Iran had
began as a unified project by a long history of using Islam
several political forces in Iran as a political force begin— secular forces, the white- ning with the 1891 Tobacco
and blue-collar Iranian Revolt, which established the

Sh'ia religious class as an anlicolonralist force. Egypt, in
contrast, has a strong history
of secular Arab nationalism,
as seen most prominently
in the reign of (iamal Abdul
Nasser, and recent protests
are extremely indicative of
the religious and cultural
diversity observed in Egypt.
This is not to argue that
Iran does not have secularist
forces. However, the use of
Islam as a form of political
organization is much more
pronounced in Iran than in
Egypt. Egypt's labor movement has been overwhelmingly funding and organizing
the recent events there. The
labor coalitions, seen most
predominantly through the
April fi movement of young
labor activists, are arguably
the most dominant force in

the Egyptian uprising.
Most
fears
concerning an Islamist takeover of
Egypt revolve around the
Muslim Brotherhood itself,
which is the most organized
political opposition movement to current President
Hnsni Mubarak's National
Democratic Party. While
concerns regarding it are
warranted, they are heavily
affected by American perception of the Taliban's rule over
parts of Afghanistan during the 1990s. One must be
cautious in comparing one
political movement tied to
Islam to another. Islam as
an ideology functions similarly to Communism in that
Salvador Allende's Marxist
rule in Chile should not he
unfairly compared to the
Khmer Rouge in ( ambodia.

WEAK SAUCE

ibon with someone who is right

lon't care if her boyfriend slept with
ion are loud, obnoxI

all iho ■' tryii q to enjoy time with their

I
-ANGRY UNION PA I RON
everything that is presented to you in the
fieri you're not learmnq criti-

"anything

cal thinking skill: (winch. GASP!, you're supposed to be doing).
-CONSERVATIVE LEARN
Ugg boot are hid

I enough on then own. but now the

Dance ream has taken it to an entire new level. Everyone
should''

out These not-'jo-lrendy

boots have a BG falcoi de igi traced out in some soit of
sparkle material I wish I could have gotten a closer look, but
my quick glimpse was enough foi me. Mote importantly, why
isadanci
GE1 FASHION SENSE
Lets talk about personal hygiene I dont understand what is
so fiaid about taking a shower each day. or at the veiy least.
putting on some much needed deodoiant. This screech is for
you, imelry man in my class. I don't want to blame it on obesity,
because that is wiong. but you really should make an effort eacl
day to look more presentable. And by presentable. I mean stop
looking and smelling like you have been trapped in a dumpstei
for lour days Get yourself together
- CONCERNFD CLASSMATF
Hello blue shut with the pit stains.
I ve owned you for thiee years now and eveiy morning before I put
you on, I smell the slams to remind myself of the torture I'm about
to endure. For anyone who has worked for Dining Seiviccs, you feel
my pain I ve seen so many student employees come and go. and I
really cant say I blame them It's the worst job on campus. I wake up
at 6:!S am and walk a mile to cook breakfast I make your egg and
cheese biscuits, fry youi bacon and deep-fiy your tater tots Don't be
rude, don't ask for stuff that's not on the menu and don't come to eat
breakfast at 10:50 when we close at 11. Because remember, food is
dropped on the ground Is it thrown away? Sometimes.
- STANDING UP AND SPEAKING OUT

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

S*M KILLERMANN ■•■IK WWS

■ E-mail us at thenewsCSbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

TOP NEWS STORIES

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The site is updated dairy
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

BECKY TENER. MANAGING EDITOR
AUSSA O'NEILL. NEWS EDITOR
SEAN SHAPIRO, WEB EDITOR
JASON HENRY, CITY EDITOR
ANDREA MARCHI, DESIGN EDITOR

210 West Hall

ANDREA FEHL, PHOTO EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

PAUL BARNEY.SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

MARISHA PIETROVYSKI.COPY CHIEF
JAMES BERO. FORUM EDFT0R
MATTUASSE. PULSE EDITOR

Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone (419) 572-2606

KATE SNYDER.IN FOCUS EDFTOR
JESS JAMES. SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog For the latest in BG
athletic

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Pbdcasts, audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to
the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name,
year and phone number should
be included (or verification purposes. Personal attacks, unverified information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews
com with the sub|ect line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. All submissions are
subject to review and editing for
length and clarity before printing
The editor may change the headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

t
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NYCAmtrak
derailment causes
canceled trains

Victims of deadly
LA crash to meet
train execs

Witness: Friend
killed at party
covered in blood

Ohio train tanker
explosion fires
are put out

California
lawmaker to
resign from House

Newark Airport
loses power for
90 minutes

NEW YORK (AP) - Part of
an Amtfak tram derailed in a
New York City tunnel, forcing
the Long Island Rail Road to
cancel 16 rush-hour trains out
of Penn Station.

SIMI VALLEY. Calif. (AP) Victims of a Southern California
commuter train collision that
killed 25 people and injured more
than 150 others are scheduled
to confront e«ecutives from the
transportation company liable for
the 2008 disaster

YOUNGSTOWN. Ohio - A
friend of the college student
who was killed at an Ohio fraternity house said he found him
covered in blood, gasping for
his final breaths.

ARCADIA. Oho (AP)-Crews
began cleaning up Monday at the
site of a train derailment where
tanker cars filled with ethanol shook
the ground in spectacular nighttime
explosions caught on video.

WASHINGTON - Two
Democratic leadership aides
said Democratic Rep. Jane
Harman of California is resigning from the House.

- The power is back on at
Newark Liberty International
Airport in New Jersey after a
90-minute outage

Nineteen-year-old Isaiah
Lee says he was sleeping at
an Omega Psi Phi fraternity
house near Youngstown State
University when gunfire rang out
early Sunday. Lee said he went
downstairs and found his friend.
25-year-old Jamail Johnson.
covered in blood but still alive.
Lee said Johnson was trying to
defuse an argument over a girl

Several of the rail cars burned
for nearly 24 hours Firefighters had
most of the flames under control by
late Sunday, said Hancock County
Emergency Management Director
Garry Valentine

The 65-year-old Harman
represents a Democratic-safe
district is suburban Los Angeles.
She was first elected to the
House is 1992 After losing a
race for governor, she regained
the seat in 2000.

A couple of cars were still smoldering Monday morning, according
to The Courier of Findlay

Harman is a leading voice for
Democrats on intelligence and
homeland security issues.

Witnesses said they felt the
ground shake every time a tanker
exploded, and amateur videos
showed fireballs erupting over the
area in rural northwest Ohio, about
50 miles south of Toledo.

The Democratic aides
spoke on condition of anonymity because they were not
authorized to publicly discuss
the matter.

A spokesman for the
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority said two cars of the
Amtrak tram derailed at about
12:30 p.m. Monday in Queens on
an eastbound track headed to
Long Island that Amtrak shares
with the LIRR
There are no reports of injuries.
The MTA said that because
the Amtrak train is blocking one
of the tunnels the LIRR uses, the
LIRR is canceling 16 out of 125
eastbound rush hour trains.
An Amtrak spokeswoman
hasn t returned a phone call
seeking comment
The MTA said it s helping
Amtrak to get the derailed cars

Executives from Veolia
Transportation will meet
some of the victims Monday
in Simi Valley
A congressman whose district is home to many of those
involved in the crash organized
the meeting, which comes days
alter a $200 million settlement
fund was finalized.

The Mahoning County
Coroners office said an autopsy
found that Johnson died of a
gunshot wound to the head and
blood loss from multiple gunshot
wounds to his leg.

Rep. Elton Gallegly said Veolia
executives reguested the meeting so they can hear from those
who were injured or lost loved
ones when a Metrolmk train collided head-on with a freight train

Two men have been charged
with aggravated murder and 11
counts of felonious assault Police
said the suspects were neither
university students nor members
of the fraternity.

Veolia is the parent of private
contractor Connex Railroad.
which supplied engineers for
Metrolmk. The engineer in the
crash was text-messaging before
it occurred

'This is the

The Associated Press

revolution of

CAIRO — The young Google
Inc. executive detained for 12
days for protesting against
Egyptian President I losni
Mubarak said Monday he was
behind the Ratebook page (hat
helped spark what he (idled
"the revolution of the youth
of the Internet." A U.S.-based
I nin i, ii i rights group said nearly
300 people have died in two

the youth of the

weeks of dashes.
Wael Chorum, a marketing
manager for the Internet company, sobbed throughout an
emotional television interview
just hours sifter he was freed. I le
insisted he had not been tortured and said his interrogators
treated him with respect
"This is the revolution of
the youth of the Internet
and now the revolution of all
Egyptians," he said, adding
that he was taken aback when
the security forces holding
him branded him a traitor.
"Anyone with g< M KI intentions
is the traitor because being evil
is the nomi," he said. "If I was
a traitor, I would have stayed

Public Service Electric and
Gas says the outage also
affected 20.000 customers in
neighboring towns
Ron Marsico. a spokesman for
the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey, which operates
the airport, said residual delays
are expected
He said some security checkpoints had to close. Marsico said
the monorail that moves among
the airport s three terminals had
been affected by the outage, but
has resumed working.

- Kevin Freking (AP)

Bonnie Sheppard. a PSE&G
spokeswoman, said work crews
were in the process of upgrading
the utility's Bayway Switching
Station in Elizabeth at 2 30
p.m when an electrical failure
knocked out power Power was
restored around 4 p.m

Authorities estimate that at
least eight cars carrying more than
30.000 gallons ol ethanol exploded
after they tumbled off the tracks
early Sunday. No one was injured.
but homes within two miles were
evacuated for much of the day.

Flights were allowed to land
during the outage.

- Thomas J Sheeran (AP)

Google exec
freed in Egypt
ByHadaalAI-Shalchiand
K 11 in Laub

NEWARK N.J (AP)

Green River Killer charged with new murder
Killer confessed to 1982 murder, could not be charged without newly discovered evidence
By Gana Johnson
The Associated Press

SEATTLE—Green River Killer
Gary Ridgway, already serving
•18 life terms for a strangling

binge, was charged Monday
in another death after teenagers exploring a ravine south of
Seattle discovered the skull of
one of his victims.

Internet..."

Peace Corps - 50 Years of Promoting

Wapl Ghonim | Google

Global Peace & Friendship

in my villa in the Emirates and
made good money and said
like others, let this country go
to hell. But we are not traitors."
added Ghonim, an Egyptian
who oversees Google's marketing in the Middle East and
Africa from Dubai, one of the
United Arab Emirates.
The protesters have already
brought the most sweeping
changes since Mubarak took
power 3d yean ago, but they
are keeping up the pressure in
hopes of achieving their ultimate goal of ousting Mubarak.
Ghonim has become a hero
of the demonstrators since he
went missing on Jan. 27, two
days after the protests began.
He confirmed reports by protesters that he was the administrator of the Eacebook Page
"Weare .ill Klialed Said" tliat was
one of the main tools for organizing the demonstration

Ridgway confessed to killing
Rebecca "Becky" Marrero, a
20-year-old mother and prostitute last seen when she left a
motel in 1982. But piiiscaitnr.

declined to include her case
in a 21X13 plea deal that spared
Ridgway the death penalty,
because he was could not provide evidence he killed her.

Rent a 4 Bedroom House

for 12 months beginning May 201 I

Be part of the next Peace Corps generation.
Information Session:
Tuesday, February 8th
4:00 p.m.
330 Math Sciences Building
BGSU

ONLY $999°°/mo. + util.
AMENITIES
2 full barhs washer/dryer
microwave
2 full baths
washer/dryer
microwave gas log fireplace
2 car garage
walk In closets large yard
air conditioning

Cad
'Ipdau
fom+f&irmQ
(Wn&ySMTtT

Life is calling. How far will you go? 800.424.8S801 peacecorps.gov/SO
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• Newer construction

YOU COULD GET UP
TO $9,999 FAST*

• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants

PAY NOTHING OUT OF POCKET
WITH A REFUND ANTICIPATION CHECK.

• 9.5 & 12 month leases
• Ceramic tile

ACCEPTANCE RATE 98%.
Never settle for less."

•$875(12/mo)
H&R BLOCK*

Call or visit us now.
hrblock.com 800-HRBLOCK

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

• 842/846/723 7in street
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YEAR ROUND TAX SERVICE
200 S MAIN ST
PLENTY OF PARKING IN REAR
BOWLING GREEN OH 43402
Phone; 419-352*9467
MorvEn 9.00 am 10 9:00 pni
Sat 9:00 am to S:00 pm
Sun 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

209 N. Enterprise
(BRI\G IN AD FOR S100 OFF DEPOSIT)

622 E. Wooster
122 S. College

(419)353-5800

1

1

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
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• Large Houses
• Close to Campus
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"We wanted something different, something that promoted both history and school spirit."
- USG Vice President Dan Caldwell. on naming the new residence hall Falcon Heights [see story, pg. 1].
.
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What is the first thing you do when you wake up in the morning7

"Check Facebook"

"Brush my teeth"

TuKdjy.Febnjay8.aill 4

"Usetherestroom."

"Wash my face"

K
^

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own tike on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ALICIA SUMMER.
Freshman.
Social Work

KEKDRAELY.
Freshman
Early Childhood

CHRISTINE SOBEK.
Freshman,
Social Work

ZACHWATKINS,
Freshman,
Special Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgvJews.com.

Egypt revolution unlikely to create Islamic regime
Egypt lacks deep Islamic affiliations of Iran post-Islamic Revolution, will likely remain secular
By Bilal Ahmed. The Daily
Targum (Rutger* University)
College News Network

BOILS MY- -

WATER"'
EBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
I dont know if you realize this, but you re not the only people
in the Union. Please have courtesy of those around you by not

There is a ubiquitous claim
that current events in Egypt
will ultimately result in a
tyrannical Islamic regime
similartothelslamic Republic
of Iran following the 1979
Iranian Revolution. There is
certainlyasimilaritybetween
the political unrest in the
two nations. However, caution must be taken in directly
comparing the Iranian and
Egyptian revolutions.
It is true that the 1979
Iranian Revolution was
not initially an "Islamic
Revolution." The revolution
began as a unified project by
several political forces in Iran
— secular forces, the whiteand blue-collar Iranian

classes, religious forces and
the old business/artisan
classes collectively known as
"the bazaar class." Ayatollah
Khomeini clearly headed
the 1979 revolution, and the
bazaar class used its significant financial influence to
fund the religious aspects
of the movement. After the
regime of Mohammad Reza
Shah Pahlavi collapsed, an
internal crisis emerged. This
crisis was among the revolutionary movement and
led to the rise of the Islamic
Republic of Iran through the
religious forces.
There is no significant reason to believe this scenario
will occur in Egypt. Iran had
a long history of using Islam
as a political force beginning with the 1891 Tobacco
Revolt, which established the

Sh'ia religious class as an anticolonialist force. Egypt, in
contrast, has a strong history
of secular Arab nationalism,
as seen most prominently
in the reign of Gamal Abdul
Nasser, and recent protests
are extremely indicative of
the religious and cultural
diversity observed in Egypt.
This is not to argue that
Iran does not have secularist
forces. However, the use of
Islam as a form of political
organization is much more
pronounced in Iran than in
Egypt. Egypt's labor movement has been overwhelmingly funding and organizing
the recent events there. The
labor coalitions, seen most
predominantly through the
April 6 movement of young
labor activists, are arguably
the most dominant force in

the Egyptian uprising.
Most
fears concerning an Islamist takeover of
Egypt revolve around the
Muslim Brotherhood itself,
which is the most organized
political opposition movement to current President
Hosni Mubarak's National
Democratic Party. While
concerns regarding it are
warranted, they are heavily
affected by American perception of the Taliban's rule over
parts of Afghanistan during the 1990s. One must be
cautious in comparing one
political movement tied to
Islam to another. Islam as
an ideology functions similarly to Communism in that
Salvador Allende's Marxist
rule in Chile should not be
unfairly compared to the
Khmer Rouge in Cambodia.

WEAK SAUCE

shouting when having a conversation with someone who is right
across the table from you. I don't care if her boyfriend slepl with
your cousin and neither does anyone else. You are loud, obnoxious, and a nuisance to all those trying to enjoy time with their
friends as well. Shut up.
-ANGRY UNION PATRON
If youre accepting everything that is presented to you in the
"anything goes academic setting, then youre not learning critical thinking skills (which, GASP!, youre supposed to be doing)
- CONSERVATIVE LEARNER
Ugg boots are hideous enough on their own. but now the
Dance Team has taken it to an entire new level. Everyone
should check these monstrosities out These not-so-trendy
boots have a BG falcon design traced out in some sort of
sparkle material. I wish I could have gotten a closer look, but
my guick glimpse was enough for me. More importantly, why
is a dance team dancing in Uggs?
- GET FASHION SENSE
Let's talk about personal hygiene. I don't understand what is
so hard about taking a shower each day, or at the very least,
putting on some much needed deodorant. This screech is for
you. smelly man in my class. I don't want to blame it on obesity,
because that is wrong, but you really should make an effort eacl
day to look more presentable. And by presentable. I mean stop
looking and smelling like you have been trapped in a dumpster
for four days. Get yourself together.
- CONCERNED CLASSMATE
Hello blue shirt with the pit stains.
I've owned you for three years now and every morning before I put
you on. I smell the stains to remind myself of the torture I'm about
to endure. For anyone who has worked for Dining Services, you feel
my pain. I ve seen so many student employees come and go, and I
really can't say I blame them. It's the worst |ob on campus. I wake up
at 6:1S a.m. and walk a mile to cook breakfast. I make your egg and
cheese biscuits, fry your bacon and deep-fry your tater tots. Don't be
rude, dont ask for stuff that s not on the menu and dont come to eat
breakfast at 10:30 when we close at 11. Because remember, food is
dropped on the ground. Is it thrown away? Sometimes.
- STANDING UP AND SPEAKING OUT

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.corrt
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this

BJHH
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The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

Check out the sports
bloq for the latest in BG
athletics.

Miss something? Find

Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

Podcasts. audio
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articles and columns
since 2000

add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to
the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name,
year and phone number should
be included lor verification purposes. Personal attacks, unverified information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are
subject to review and editing for
length and clarity before printing
The editor may change the headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News
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NYCAmtrak
derailment causes
canceled trains

Victims of deadly
LA crash to meet
train execs

NEW YORK (AP) - Part o(

Ohio train tanker
explosion fires
are put out

Witness: Friend
killed at party
covered in blood

SIM1 VALLEY. Calif (AP) -

YOUNGSTOWN. Ohio - A

ARCADIA. Ohio (AP)-Crews
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Newark Airport
loses power for
90 minutes

California
lawmaker to
resign from House

NEWARK. N J. (AP)

WASHINGTON - Two

an Amtrak train derailed in a

Victims of a Southern California

friend of the college student

began cleaning up Monday at the

Democratic leadership aides

- The power is back on at

New York City tunnel, forcing

commuter train collision that

who was killed at an Ohio fra-

site of a train derailment where

said Democratic Rep. Jane

Newark Liberty International

the Long Island Rail Road to

killed 25 people and injured more

ternity house said he found him

tanker cars filled with ethanol shook

Harman of California is resign-

Airport in New Jersey after a

cancel 16 rush-hour trains out

than 150 others are scheduled

covered in blood, gasping for

the ground in spectacular nighttime

ing from the House.

90-minute outage-

of Penn Station.

to confront executives from the

his final breaths

explosions caught on video.

transportation company liable for

A spokesman for the
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority said two cars of the

Several of the rail cars burned

Nineteen-year-old Isaiah

the 2008 disaster.
Executives from Veolia

The 65-year-old Harman

Public Service Electric and

represents a Democratic-safe

Gas says the outage also

Lee says he was sleeping at

for nearty 24 hours Firefighters fad

district is suburban Los Angeles.

affected 20.000 customers in

an Omega Psi Phi fraternity

most of the flame under control by

She was first elected to the

neighboring towns.

late Sunday, said Hancock County

House is 1992. After losing a

Amtrak tram derailed at about

Transportation will meet

house near Youngstown State

12:30 p.m. Monday in Queens on

some of the victims Monday

University when gunfire rang out

Emergency Management Director

race for governor, she regained

the Port Authority of New York

an eastbound track headed to

in Simi Valley

early Sunday. Lee said he went

Garry Valentine.

the seat in 2000

and New Jersey, which operates

Long Island that Amtrak shares
with the LIRR

downstairs and found his friend,

A congressman whose dis-

A couple of cars were still smol-

Ron Marsico. a spokesman for

Harman is a leading voice for

trict is home to many of those

25-year-old Jamail Johnson,

dering Monday morning, according

Democrats on intelligence and

There are no reports o( injuries

involved in the crash organized

covered in blood but still alrve.

to The Courier of Findlay

homeland security issues.

The MTA said that because

the meeting, which comes days

Lee said Johnson was trying to

the Amtrak train is blocking one

after a $200 million settlement

defuse an argument over a girl.

of the tunnels the LIRR uses, the

fund was finalized.

the airport, said residual delays
are expected
He said some security check-

Witnesses said they felt the

The Democratic aides

points had to close. Marsico said

ground shake every time a tanker

spoke on condition of ano-

the monorail that moves among

exploded, and amateur videos

nymity because they were not

the airport's three terminals had

Coroner's office said an autopsy

showed fireballs erupting over the

authorized to publicly discuss

been affected by the outage, but

executives requested the meet-

found that Johnson died of a

area in rural northwKt Ohio, about

the matter

has resumed working.

ing so they can hear from those

gunshot wound to the head and

50 nuts south of Toledo.

hasn't returned a phone call

who were injured or lost loved

blood loss from multiple gunshot

seeking comment.

ones when a Metrolink train col-

wounds to his leg.

LIRR is canceling 16 out of 125
eastbound rush hour trains.
An Amtrak spokeswoman

The Mahoning County

Rep. Elton Gallegfy said Veolia

spokeswoman, said work crews

Two men have been charged

were in the process of upgrading

50,000 galons of ethanol exploded

the utility's Bayway Switching

with aggravated murder and 11

after they tumbled off the tracks

Station in Elizabeth at 230

contractor Connex Railroad,

counts of felonious assault. Police

early Sunday No one was injured,

p.m. when an electrical failure

which supplied engineers for

said the suspects were neither

but homes within two miles were

knocked out power. Power was

Metrolink. The engineer in the

university students nor members

evacuated for much of the day.

restored around 4 p.m.

crash was text-messaging before

of the fraternity.

Veolia is the parent of private

Amtrak to get the derailed cars
back on the tracks

Bonnie Sheppard. a PSE&G

Authorities estimate that at
teast eight cars carrying more than

lided head-on with a freight train

The MTA said it's helping

- Kevin Freking (AP)

Flights were allowed to land
- Thomas J. Sheeran (AP)

it occurred.

Googl eexec
freed in Egypt
By Had..I Al-Shalchi and

The Associated Press

Green River Killer charged with new murder
Killer confessed to 1982 murder, could not be charged without newly discovered evidence
By Gen. Johnson
The Associated Press

SEATTLE—Green River Killer
Gary Ridgway, already serving
48 life terms for a strangling

"This is tht

K.irin L.iub

during the outage.

revolution of

CAIRO — The young Google
the youth of the
Inc. executive detained for 12
Internet..."
days for protesting against
Egyptian President Ilosni
Wapl Ghomm | Google
Mubarak said Monday he was
behind the Eacebook page that in my villa in the Emirates and
helped spark what he called made good money and said
"the revolution of the youth like others, let this country go
of the Internet." A U.S.-based to hell. But we are not traitors,"
human rights group said nearty added Ghonim, an Egyptian
300 people have died in two who oversees Google's marweeks of clashes.
keting in the Middle East and
Wael (.In mini, a marketing Africa from Dubai, one of the
manager for the Internet com- United Arab Emirates.
pany, sobbed throughout an
The protesters have already
emotional television interview brought the most sweeping
just hours after he was freed. 1 le changes since Mubarak took
insisted he had not been tor- power 30 years ago, but they
tured and said his interrogators are keeping up the pressure in
hopes of achieving their ultitreated him with respect
"This is the revolution of mate goal of ousting Mubarak.
the youth of the Internet
Ghonim has become a hero
and now the revolution of all of the demonstrators since he
Egyptians," he said, adding went missing on (an. 27, two
that he was taken aback when days after the protests began.
the security forces holding He confirmed reports by prohim branded him a traitor.
testers that he was the admin"Anyone with good intentions istrator of the Eacebook Page
is the traitor because being evil "We are all Khaled Said" that was
is the norm," he said. "If I was one of the main tools for orgaa traitor, I would have stayed nizing the demonstration

binge, was charged Monday
in another death after teenagers exploring a ravine south of
Seattle discovered the skull of
one of his victims.

Ridgway confessed to killing
Rebecca "Becky" Marrero, a
20-year-old mother and prostitute last seen when she left a
motel in 1982. But prosecutors

declined to include her case
in a 2003 plea deal that spared
Ridgway the death penalty,
because he was could not provide evidence he killed her.

Be part of the next Peace Corps generation.
Information Session:
Tuesday, February 8th
4:00 p.m.
330 Math Sciences Building
BGSU
Life is calling. How far will you go? 800.424.85801 peacecorps.gov/50

• Newer construction

YOU COULD GET UP
TO $9,999 FAST*

• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants

PAY NOTHING OUT OF POCKET

• 9.5 & 12 month leases

WITH A REFUND ANTICIPATION CHECK.

• Ceramic tile

ACCEPTANCE RATE 98%.
Never settle for less.*"

•$875(12/mo)
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O2010 HRB TM Group, Inc.
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YEAR ROUND TAX SERVICE

(419)353-5800

200 S MAIN '3T
PLENTY OF PARKING IN REAR
BOWIINQ GREEN. OH 43402
Phone: 419.352-9467
Men Fit 9:00 am to 9.00 pni
Sal 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Sun 10:00 am to 4:OOpm

209 N. Enterprise

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Newlove Rentals

I

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

622 E. Wooster
122 S. College
t
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• Large Houses
• Close to Campus
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Swim team
wraps up
season with
oss at MSU
By Matt Nyc
Reporter

The Falcon swim team wrapped
up its 2010-11 season with a
respectable loss Friday night
against Michigan State in Fast
I-ansing, Mich.
BG fell to the
Spartans 165-129,
but the Falcons
had a good evening
in the pool, winning seven of the
night's 14 events.
Alexa
The meet was Harris
tight till the end; Won both the
the Falcons even
100 and 200
led the meet 7259 after the first backstroke
seven events, but events
couldn't hold on in
the end. Six of the
seven wins on the night were in
individual events, which four of
those came from Alexa I Iarris and
Alexis Kain, who both swept their
designated events.
Harris dominated the 200 backstroke event, building a two second lead in the event. In the 100
backstroke event, she overcame
a deficit and pushed to win in the
SWIM!
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GETTING PHYSICAL:

e Dames David Goth's in » game enter this season.

Making an impact
From juniors to college, freshman forward Ryan Viselli is continuing to make strides for BG hockey
career point, an assist, in the second period of that name.
Now, he has demonstrated that
On a roster lop heavy with under- he is willing to be one of the team's
classmen, Ryan Viselli has stood hardest workers, something that
out as a playei who has shown coach Chris Bergeron has been
looking for from his team all season.
constant improvement.
Mis biggest asset is that he cares
The 5-foot-10 forward from
Windsor, Ontario didn't oven so much," Bergeron said of Viselli.
suit up Tor the Falcons until the "That's something that you can't
fifth game of the season — a 5-4 teach people; he wants to be a part
overtime victory over Alabama- of the solution and he wants it betllunisville. He registered his Hrsl ter and that's what I think makes
By Ryan Satkowiak

f Jilot

his future here real positive."
Viselli spent his four years prior to
B(! playing junior hockey, first with
the Tecumseh Chiefs of the Greater
Ontario Junior 1 lockey League, then
with the PentictonVees of the British
(loluinbia Hockey League.
In his 207-game junior hockey
career, he registered 215 points
(87 goals, I2B assists), with his
best season coming in his last
year with Tecumseh in 2007-08,
where he registered 34 goals

and 46 assists in 4B games.
"IPlaying junior hockey] helped
me a lot, the organization that I
played for in l'enticton was very professional and treated us well." Viselli
said. "Waving in junior B' practicing
twice a week to junior 'A' practicing
every day, it got faster, and now here
in the CCHA, it's even faster, but
juniors prepared me well."
See VISELLI | Page 7

Bengals' offensive coordinator Gruden yet to talk to QB
By Joe Kay
T-he Associated Press

I INONNAT1 — New Bengals
offensive coordinator lay Gruden
still hasn't talked to Canon Palmer.
He's leaving that awkward coach-toquarterback talk for another time.
Gruden was in town Monday
tu start teaching his philosophy
to the rest of the coaching staff,
lie's implementing a far different
offense — totally new terminology — on a team unsure about its
franchise player.
Palmer asked for a trade following a 4-12 finish (hat left
the Bengals with only two winning records in the last 20 years.
Owner Mike Brown refused, creating the possibility of friction
at the most important position

FACEBOOK

while the team changes offenses.
Gruden, hired four days earlier,
said he won't contact Palmer until
Brown and coach Marvin Lewis get
the situation resolved.
Things were said before I got
here, and I think they've got to
lake care of those things in-house
first," Gruden said. "Then if they
need me. I'll he glad to talk to him
and do what I need to do to try to
get him back. But I think that's got
to come from upstairs, that's got to
come from the head coach."
The.'ST-year-old quarterback made
his surprising trade request after the
Bengals finished another dreadful
season and l<ewis agreed to return
as head coach even though Brown
promised no significant change in
how the organization operates.
Longtime offensive coordina-

tor Bob Bratkowski was fired a few
weeks later, the only change so far.
The rest of the staff is intact.
Gruden is basing his offense
on the assumption he'll have
Palmer running it.
"Until I hear something different, we're going to go forward with
him as our quarterback," Gruden
said. "That's the only approach I can
take right now. Whether it's right or
wrong, I do not know. But that's the
way I'm going about things."
There's a lot of uncertainty as
the offense starts its transition.
Top receiver Terrell Owens is a
free agent and is unlikely to return.
Receiver Chad Ochocinco has a
year left on his contract but is at
odds with Lewis. Running back
Cedric Benson, also is a free agent
and was turned off by the team's

TWITTER

Jay
Gruden
Cincinnati offensive coordinator is brother of NFL
analyst Jon Gruden

decision to throw more last season.
With uncertainty over the collective bargaining agreement,
Gruden isn't sure how much time
he'll have to teach the new system
to whoever is on the roster.
The 43-year-old coach has
spent most of his career in the
Arena Football League and the
United Football League.
He won four league titles as a quarterback and two as a head coach in
the Arena league. He was an assistant to older brother Ion Gruden in
Tampa Bay from 2002-08.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

BCiNtW I

SPRINT: Saisha Gatllard runs in a meet last
spring.

BG enjoys
success at
eyo Invite
By Paul Barmy
Sports Editor

The more the BG track and field
team competes against teams
from the Big Ten and Big East, the
better off it will be, according to
coach Cam) Paulson.
And with the Mid-American
ConferencelndoorChampionships
nearly three weeks away, last weekend's Meyo Invitational was a good
prelude for BG as it prepares to
host the biggest meet of the year.
"I was very happy overall with
the way we approached the meet,"
See TRACK | Page 7

MEN'S SOCCER

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Hammond, Uhl earn award

Lemke named to Academic All-MAC

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

BG hockey goalie Andrew Harnmond and

BG men's soccer player Zach Lemke has been

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

women's basketbal forward Jen Uhl have been

named to the Academic All-Mid-American

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

named the Papa John's Athletes of the Week for

Conference Team Lemke had three points on a goal

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twrtter.com/bgrtewssports

their efforts on the ice and the court

and an assist this season and carried a 3.47 GPA.

SPORTS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

VISELLI
From Page 6

His production dropped
slightly after he moved up
to tier 'A' in the BCIII., but
his strong play warranted a
scholarship offer from BG
and he committed last season to then-interim head
coach Dennis Williams.
liven after Bergeron
was named head coach
last April, Viselli said thai
his commitment to the
University never wavered.
"I was a little surprised, but
I talked to (Bergeron] on the
phone and his plans seemed
great and I liked where he
wanted to go with them, si > it
wasn't a hard decision to slay
here at all," Viselli said.
While it took him several games to initially
crack the lineup, Viselli
hasn't disappointed with
his play on the ice.

TRACK
From Page 6

Paulson said. "There
was strong competition
across the board.'
Although there was no nffi
cial team scoring, the Falci >ns
competed against nationally ranked teams in Indiana.
Louisville and I'enn State,
as well as Illinois, Michigan.
Michigan Stale. Minnesota
and Purdue.
Individually, sophomore
Jeanette Pettigrew enjoyed a
successful weekend, coining
within one one-hundredth
of a second shy of setting a
Falcons' indoor record in the
f>0 meter dash.
Pettigrew qualified fifth
in the preliminary race on
Friday and finished fourth
in Saturday's finals, running
a career-best 7.52 seconds —

. "from the beginning of the points in 23 games. He is
year until today, there is prob- third on the team in points
ably nobody more improved among freshmen — trailin all aspects," Bergeron said. ing Cam Wojtala and Brett
"He is more confident now, Mahler, who each have 12.
His recent strong play has
he is in better shape now...
he's got some pretty good not only caught the eye of
hockey sense to him and the coaching staff, but also of
he's done a great job for us." some of his teammates.
"He's been one of the
While he has found the
assist column of the score bright spots for us, he's playsheet multiple times this ing with the utmost confiseason, he had not scored a dence right now," said capgoal until last Friday against tain David Solway. "His lirsl
couple of weeks here he was
I ake Superior.
That gc 1.11 was the only goal chipping in and making the
of the game for BG, which easy plays and now that he's
helped the Falcons eventu- a lot more seasoned he's
playing with more confially win in a shootout.
"It was a good feeling, a dence and helping out."
"His attitude coming to
little hit overdue," Viselli said.
"I just shot the puck and saw the rink every day and the
that it went in and was excit- weight room and the way he
ed; it was a nice pass from lives his life. 1 think that he's
IM ike I Fink, so that really made a change from where
he used to be to where he
made it easy."
I lespite that being his only is now All those intangibles
goal in the season, Viselli is that the fans don't see are
sixth on the team with eight starting to show up."

'[Pettigrew] had
a great weekend

Nicole Fan had strong show
ings in the distance runs.
Powers and Pan ran the
3000 meters, finishing 11th
overall. It was great and 25th, respectively.
ran the mile for
to see her do well." BCiI tettmann
and finished 23rd with a
time of 5:07.17.
i.iiiiii Paulson | BG coach
In Saturday's field event.
Ashley Harris finished in
just shy of the record lessica the top-10 in the shot pen
White set (7.51) in 2007.
with a toss of 14.60 meters,
' I Pettigrew] had a great while lessi Rowland finweekend overall," Paulson ished in the top-20 with a
said, "It was great to see toss of 12.H6 meters.
her do well."
The Falcons will travel In
Pettigrew also placed Akron this week to compete
fourth in the 200 meter dash in the Akron Invitational
and was part of BG's 4*100 before they return home foi
meter relay team — consist- two weeks in preparation
ing of Pettigrew, Brittani of the MAC Championships
McNeil. Felicia lefferson on Feb. 25-26.
and 1 leather Conger — that
Paulson said the team
finished 17th out of 26 teams will use this week to work
on being more aggressive
m the event.
Seniors Barbara Powers, and competing at a more
Autumn Dettmann and consistent level.

Tuesday. Februaiy 8.201i 7
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From Page 6

last 50 yards.
Similarly to Harris, Kain
charged in the last 50 yards
to win the 100-yard breaststroke by seventeen-hundredthsofasecond.
She fell less than tenth of a
second shy of a new personal record in the event. Later
in the evening, Kain got
out to the lead and fought
a furious finish by the near
est Spartan and beat her by
over a second.
One of the other two
individual events won was
by Andrea Brown in the
200 freestyle.
She won by nearly a second over the MSU runnerup. She trailed teammate
F.mily Bennet for much of
the race, but then won the
remaining 50-yard splits
to earn the win. She also
raced in the 500 freestyle,
where she finished fourth.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

In the 200 butterfly, Vicky
Yu won comfortably by over
2.5 seconds.
In the 100 butterfly
event, she finished just
behind the Spartan winner
by a half-second. She also
placed fourth in the 200
individual medley.
The other win on the
night for the Falcons came
in the opening event of
the night.
In the 100 medley relay,
Harris, Kain, Yu and Bennet
combined to win the even)
by six-tenths of a second in
a thrilling finish.
With the regular-season over, the Falcons will
concentrate on the 2011
Mid-American Conference
championship meet in
Athens. Ohio.
It will be held on Feb. 232(i. BG finished the season
with a record of 3-1 overall.
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Create and solve your
Sudohu puzzles lor FREE.

PRIZESUDOKU
Visit us on our Website for our

2011-2012
FULL LISTING!

MECCA
Management Inc.

meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green. OH 43402

419.353.5800

SENIOR PORTRAITS!
— THIS

WEEK —

Thursday Only!
l^ttftLCOKS vs. Ball S

41 apNESDAY. FEBRUARY 9 7
ANDERSON ARENA

Come out to Memorial Hall on February 9 for Military Appreciation Night,
when your BGSU Falcons take on Ball State at 7:00pm. Tickets are FREE
for all military personnel presenting a valid I.D. at the BGSU Ticket Office
and the first 500 fans will receive the tenth of 13 All-Anderson cards!

877.AGS TICKET

m

FALCONS.

WE
— SNOWDAY MAKE UP SESSION —

The Black Swamp Pub
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
9am-4:30pm

I
Don't Be Left Out!
A free portrait session automatically gets
your color photo in the 2011 KKY Senior Magazine.
You'll receive four poses to select prints if you choose.
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT ONLINE AT

www.myseniorportrait.com
Discover where you'll study abroad at usac.unr.edu

209 N. Enterprise
(BRING IN AD FOR SI00 OFF DEPOSIT)

937 Scott Hamilton
210 Liberty

W "jtlttM,'^ v ~ tm>. CL

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Large Houses
• Conveniently Located

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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AUCTION
From Page 1

Junior lose Duran said he
came to the auction to "bid on
some beautiful women.''
The bidding started at $3
and Duran paid $65 to take
junior Annie I Iernandez to the
prom. I Iernandez and Duran
are friends from class and have
dated in the past
"I'm very glad I came, but I
didn't want to spend as much
as I did,'' Duran said.
Hernandez is a part of the
NCNW prom committee and

Russell and White didn't
said she had fun and was
know each other before
happy she came.
"It really is a good experience, the auction.
Kaneesha Douglas, a
especially since it was with all
member of the NCNW,
my friends," 1 Iernandez said.
Jefe White, a senior psychol- was also auctioned off.
ogy major, was also auctioned A sophomore criminal
justice major, Douglas
off Monday night.
"I like being on center decided to be a part of the
event to try something
stage," he said.
White was bought by Mari different. Freshman conmanagement
Russell, a freshman early struction
childhood education major, major Antoine Hasan won
who was told about the auc- Douglas for $5.
"I stepped outside the
tion by a friend.
"It's fun," Russell said. "1 liked box and did something I've
coming and having fun and never done before, and I
enjoyed it," Douglas said.
getting to know each other."

CITY

He added that it will cost
approximately $11 million,
and the city will pay 20 percent.
From Page 1
The federal government is covThe early adoption was nec- ering the other HO percent.
"It's a good deal for us in that
essary to meet a deadline with
thestate. McOmher said.
respect." he said.
Only the paperwork was
McOmber added that
pushed ahead to meet the project could not be
this deadline, he said. delayed any further to save
The construction will not the city's money for posbegin any earlier than sible emergencies.
As Mayor John Qttinn said,
originally scheduled.
McOmber also said the planning for the project began
resolution is not immediate 11 years ago and it needs to
as it will not go into affect continue moving forward.
Public Works Director
for 30 days.
"It will be a big. big project," Brian Craft said Public Works
McOmber said. "Once spring has been cooperating with
pto|K'rty owners who will be
comes, you'll see dirt fry.*

ie otj News
TheBGNc
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ACROSS
1 Rope material
5 Ready tor the picking
9 Staff symbol
14 Old apple spray
15 Like some vaccines
16 The Magic Flute." for one
17 Diamond team
18 Knock oft
20 Screwups
22 Capitol worker
23 Doomed fairy tale abode
26 Overcharge, in slang
30 Max of "The Beverly Hillbillies"
31 Point a finger at
33 Satisfied sound
36 Drink away, as sorrows
39 Largest of the Philippines
40 Stick to formalities
43 Reel material
44 Milo of "Ulysses"
45 Place for buoys and gulls
46 Gibson of tennis

48
50
51
57
58
59
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

1

"

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Associates (with), slangily
■The Naming of Cats" poet
Lord's estate
Ready-made home
Legendary bird
Songwriter Gershwin
2005 "Survivor" island
. Island, former immigration center
9 Coop
10 No.-crunching pro
11 Guided
41 Okinawa's capital
12 Big Band
42 Musical silence
13 Wray of "King Kong" 47 Playground retort
19 It may be half-baked
49 Place up the 58I 21 Wrap, as an infant
Across?
24 Saver ol the day
52 Sits at a light, say
25 Maine college town
53 Anti-racism gp. since
26 Pond problem
1909
27 Greek liqueurs
54 Classic Procter S
28 What "two shall beGamble soap brand
after the I do's, in
55 Formally gives up
song
56 Wipe oft the board
29 Land ol Obama's
57 Colorado neighbor
father
59 Shod sleep
32 Butcher's tool
60 Tokyo, once
33 Musicians' org.
61 Signer, at times
34 Lagoon border
62 Jilted lover's need,
35 Poker Flat creator
briefly
37 Loos, briefly
63 Miss identilication
38 Big name in Indian
64 Stranded motorist's
politics
need

Let us know, in an invite
bargaining
Fast-cook grain product
Meat pkg. letters
It has banks and a mouth
Penultimate, and where you
might see the first words ot
18-. 23-, 40- and 51 -Across
Ice cream dnnk
Writer
Rogers St. Johns
Cavern sound
Metal sources
Veranda
Gush
Wall St. market
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up lo S300/day
No exp necessary, training provided call 800-965-6520x174

2BR house, near campus.
S750/mo. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

For Rent

For Rent

2BR upper duplex, parking incl.,
avail May 1 st. $475/mo + elec
Immaculate! Call 419-654-5716

5BR. 5 person house all amenities, close to campus, S110OVmo
Avail tor 11-12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

3 BR house 404 S College.
S625/mo plus util
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

May houses - close to campus:
145&248Troup-3BR
201 & 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
128 & 1/2 S Summit-6 BR.
Call 419-308-0736 for lull listings.

AVAIL MOW / 300 E Merry St
1 8 2 BR apt free internet.
low as t99/mo. see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325.

Awesome summer job in Maine!
If you're looking lo spend this
summer outdoors, have lun while
you work and make lilelong
triends. then look no lurther
Camp Mataponi a children's
summer camp has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, sortball, volleyball, field hockeyl,
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
walersknng. life guarding. WSI.
boat drivers). Ropes Course.
Tennis. H B Riding. Arts & Crafts.
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics,
Video. Photography. Nurses,
Mamienance. Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided Call us today at
561-748-3684 or apply online at
www campmataponi.com.
Campus Quarters Hiring for
Carryout S Bar Must be 21.
reliable, and outgoing1
Apply in person 1414 E Wooster
across from Harshman
Play Sports' Have Fun' Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure S
water sports. Great summer!
888-844-8080 apply
campcedar.com

For Rent
* Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts, S650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400/mo +
elec w/ S400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354
1 room etfic. shared bath.
co-ed only. turn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail Aug 15, 2011.
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225

130 Washington - 1BR & 2BR s,
S425-S650/mo t all utils.
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site
Call 419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt com
130-134 Liberty St- 1 8 2BR.
S425-S600/mo ♦gas'elec. D/W
Newly updated, great location.
available in June & Aug.
www rjghighlanamgmt COrn
Call 419-354-6036

3 BR house.unlurn.139 S College
S990/mo, inclds gas dep req
Avail 5/15/11. year lease
Call 419-601-3108

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June. S425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716.

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled
S725/mo Hlli! call 419-708-9981.

Large 1BR near campus.
Avail Fall 2011S475/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882

2 BR • 404 1/2S College
S675/mo ♦ utilities. A/C. W/D incl
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850

3BR apt near campus/downtown
$950/mo, utils. incl. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

2 BR apt. halt block from BGSU
S600/mo. elec & gas incl. unfurn.
Avail 5/5/11-5/10/12.
Call 419-601-3108

3BR apt. S. College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. $775/mo
Call 419-708-9981

2. 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scon Hamilton. 4lh & 5th St
Avail May & August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudley com

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239.
4 BR house, large LR. 2 decks.
$11CO/mo + utils Avail June.

call 419-654-5716

VILLAGE
R

T

* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •
* Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community •
* Heat included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
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"EXTRA, EXTRA"

NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSES'
4BR houses w/A/C. W/D
208Troup- S1050/mo,
835 Filth St - S675/mo,
249 Manville - St050/mo
3BR houses.
227 S College - S950/mo.
831 Fifth St - S675'mo
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman
www 1 roboserentals com

COLUMBIA
COURTS
903-935 Thumtin
i 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
' Furnished
' Starting at
+ utilities
' On-site laundry"
' Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
■ Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

HEINZ APTS
451 ft 424 Frazae
808 a. 818 N. Enterprise
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
■Start.no at f^M*Jh'.
+ utilities
t-,
• On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace. Microwave.
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking
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1082 Fairview Ave.
1, 2, 3 Bedrooms

Houses, Apartments.

MECCA
Management Inc.

131 E. Merry
135 E. Merry
218 N. Enterprise

'""$20
All participants will
receive a FRiFT-sliIrl!

U'asinp Office Located at:
1045 N. Main Si.

419-353-5800
meccabg.com
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For Rent

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
(119-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F
www.BGApartments.com
Room for rent, S. College.
S300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Studio Apts tor lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable. W1F1.
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG com

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE
506 & 514 N. Enterprise
i 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
i Furnished
i Starting at .s~ S8oofc"2
+ utilities
*jJJrm*Wi;
i On-site laundry
■Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace. Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
1
Plenty of parking
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HILLSDALE

& MORE!
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(Only valid ifsiuncd before 2/28/u)

•Carports Dishwashers*
•Garbage Disposals*
•Air Conditioning*
•Washers/Dryers in 2 & 3 Beds*
•3 bedrooms w/full basement*
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Can you smash ii?

3071 311 E. Reed- 3 BDRM
(34 people)

419.353.0325

.

445 E Wooster St
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbriarrentals com

Hours.
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

. 19. 11

315 E Merry (Up & Down).
3 S 4 BDRM I Up lo S poopk|

& Efficiencies
- AH next 10 Camous
Blocks from Downtown
-Free internet

]

v

Ml

a 1 J HO

419352-6335

30J E Merry . W BDRM
(up to 8 peoplei

N

i d

1

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

6e/cwp Spring flr.'afc'

926 E Wooster-6 BDRM
(Up to 8 people)

V
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FOR FALL 2011

2011 -12
School Year
Listings Available
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT

jtuMUMSurm
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!

1
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1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239
11-12 sy few houses remain,
next to car -IUS 419-353-0325
also see oartyRentals.com
Also 1 8 2 BR apts. avail 1/1/11
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For Rent
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Clwstfied Adj • 419-372-6977
■in

affected by the construction
for two years.
"We understand that they
don't want it to harm their
business," he said.
Craft said Public Works
is preparing for changes
in the storm lines, sewer
lines and water lines as
well as changes due to all
new streets, curbs, sidewalks and Americans with
Disabilities Act-approved
ramps. There will also be
new street lights and traffic signals that will run
more efficiently.
This could all take a total
of two years to complete,
Craft said.
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
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• Two bedroom houses
• Close to Campus

